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Use TCO to Manage Repair vs Replace Decisions 
for Facilities Equipment and Building Systems
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RUN TO FAIL 

Most companies run equipment until it fails.  
We replace our equipment when it can’t be fixed any more. 

It’s as simple as that. Unless a better path to ROI is available, that’s not going to 
change. 

But what if you can prove the ROI of replacing equipment before it fails? Would it be worthwhile to 

change your processes? 

I believe that it is, because I’ve done it. 

Here are the 3 reasons why I did it: 

 1. Impacts on brand experience. 

 2. Impacts on operational outcomes.  

 3. Impacts on financial outcomes. 

Let’s think about this in the context of your facilities, your equipment assets, and the business  

you’re running. 
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The math tells the story  
The true cost of our equipment assets, or Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), 
works like this: 

TCO = depreciation of initial purchase price + R&M cost + PM cost

• Depreciation and Preventative Maintenance are 

constants over the life of the asset, but R&M 

costs tend to rise as the asset ages. 

• When the depreciable life comes to an end, total 

costs drop by the amount of depreciation. 

• The company benefits from this drop until the 

total R&M costs exceeds the prior point in time 

where R&M costs were at their highest and were 

inclusive of depreciation.

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
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What Does the Math Mean?

 › We always have more capital spend wants and needs than budget dollars available. Up front, we’re out  

 of pocket for a lot of money when we buy new capital equipment. Because of this, we put off buying  

 things for as long as we can. We run our equipment until it fails.

 › As depreciation burns off, the TCO goes down. Our total cost goes down as this occurs.  

 › Here’s the catch: TCO goes up again the older our equipment gets, because repairs occur more   

 frequently and tend to be more expensive. 

Run to Fail vs. Total Cost of Ownership 
Typical depreciation on an HVAC unit is 10 years. If you can get 15 or 17 years out 

of it, you’ve saved buckets of money, right? Not necessarily. 

During my career at Starbucks, Brinker, and Carlson, we figured out that at 13 years we really needed to replace 

HVAC -- because of TCO. 

Once you understand how to calculate TCO on your key assets, you can show your finance and operations 

teams that right point to replace those assets.

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
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TCO delivers real P&L impacts 
 
 1. Operational uptime. Preventing operational interruptions due to facilities systems or equipment failure  

 is a fast track to improved P&L impact for the facilities function. Facility closure during business hours  

 hurts the relationship with the customer and creates potential revenue impacts. 

 2. Guest experience. Keeping all facilities on-brand, delivering the brand experience is a complex   

 undertaking for larger real estate portfolios. The same tracking and analysis that let us replace equipment  

 before it fails also lets us deliver that uniformly high-quality experience. 

 3. Vendor accountability. How much do results vary between techs or vendors? If we knew that, we   

 could more effectively manage cost per location and location satisfaction with our services. The same  

 tracking and analysis that let us replace equipment before it fails also lets us track and manage individual  

 vendor performance and costs. 

 4. Budget planning. If we can’t see what breaks, there’s no way to identify preventable downtime caused  

 by building systems or asset failure. This hurts our business case for resources to prevent downtime. Both  

 capital and expense planning improve when we can predict the appropriate replacement timing.

THE REST OF THE STORY: ROI
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 5. Equipment selection. We can figure out which manufacturer or model performs best, including   

 predictive information around manufacturer equipment failure, when paying attention to TCO.  

 6. Better purchasing decisions. Manufacturers only build what they think they will sell. A bulk buy   

 ensures ready availability and the best price, and is possible when you are able to plan replacements  

 before the equipment fails in service. In other words, it’s much easier to get a good deal on a    

 commercial hot water heater when contracting to buy 20 of them a year before they’re needed than  

 individually during ice storms and failures during peak periods. 

 7. Capital planning. What should the business be planning to replace in the next 3 to 5 years? Sure would  

 help to base that on information like cost of repairs, expected vs. actual service life, and downtime cost  

 vs. replacement cost.

 8. Career Impacts. Let’s be realistic. Data helps us defend what we need to keep in the face of cost   

 cutting. Data-driven decisions also deliver the predictability that our companies want.  

Not everyone can find the time and energy to do the math, figure out a plan of change, and implement the plan 

in a manner where the key stakeholders recognize the value you’ve created. If you can do this, you create a 

competitive edge for the brand and also for yourself as a facilities leader. 

 

THE REST OF THE STORY: ROI
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Q&A: REPAIR ASSET OR REPLACE?

 
 

 ›   What is the age of the equipment or other asset?

 ›   Is the cost of repair greater than 50% of the current asset value?

 ›   Is the asset in a location that would drive premature failure? (for   
   example, an RTU near the ocean)

 ›   Does the service contractor support replacement of the unit?

 ›   Is the asset critical to the operation of the facility?

 ›   What is the asset’s repair history?

 › What is the book value of the asset? 
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NEXT STEPS

To learn more about asset tracking features and strategies on the Corrigo 
platform, contact us! 877-267-7440 | info@corrigo.com
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